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SUPPORT THEOREMS FOR RADON TRANSFORMS
ON REAL ANALYTIC LINE COMPLEXES IN THREE-SPACE

JAN BOMAN AND ERIC TODD QUINTO

Abstract. In this article we prove support theorems for Radon transforms with

arbitrary nonzero real analytic measures on line complexes (three-dimensional

sets of lines) in R3 . Let / be a distribution of compact support on R3.

Assume Y is a real analytic admissible line complex and Y0 is an open con-

nected subset of Y with one line in Yo disjoint from supp/. Under weak

geometric assumptions, if the Radon transform of / is zero for all lines in

Yo , then supp / intersects no line in Y0 . These theorems are more general

than previous results, even for the classical transform. We also prove a support

theorem for the Radon transform on a nonadmissible line complex. Our proofs

use analytic microlocal analysis and information about the analytic wave front

set of a distribution at the boundary of its support.

1. Introduction

A generalized Radon transform on lines in space, R^, integrates functions

on K3 over lines using a specified integration weight, ß, on each line. For

compactly supported functions, injectivity for this transform with positive C2

weights [5] follows from local invertibility for Radon transforms on lines in a

plane (e.g., [16]). Injectivity follows from the plane result because line inte-

grals over all lines in space provide line integrals over lines in any given plane.

Injectivity of this transform can be reduced to a plane problem because this

transform is overdetermined: the set of lines in space has greater dimension

than R3. As the transform is overdetermined, it is intriguing to find three-

dimensional submanifolds, Y , of lines, the so-called line complexes, for which
Rp, restricted to Y is invertible.

The so-called admissible complexes are: the set of lines tangent to a surface

in space, the set of lines intersecting a curve in space, and the set of lines with

direction vectors lying on a given curve on the sphere [6, 7]. All of these com-

plexes have similar geometric properties as reflected in Gelfand's admissibility

condition (3.1.3).
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In this article we prove injectivity and, more importantly, support theorems

for real analytic admissible line complexes of real lines in K3 with arbitrary

real analytic weights that are never zero. These support theorems guarantee

uniqueness for tomography with sources on a curve. Counterexamples are given

that show the theorems do not hold under weaker hypotheses. Our proofs are in

the spirit of Boman and Quinto [2, 3] and involve the theory of analytic Fourier

integral operators, microlocal analysis, and a theorem [13] about the analytic

wave front set of a distribution at points on the boundary of its support. Even

for the classical transform and real analytic manifolds, our theorems are stronger

than previous results. Our theorems can be generalized to many other Radon

transforms (e.g., [18]), and the cases considered here exhibit the important ideas

and are of some practical interest.

In Example 4.3 we prove injectivity on functions of compact support for a

Radon transform on a nonadmissible complex Y with arbitrary nowhere zero

real analytic measures. We also prove Helgason's support theorem for this trans-

form. Guillemin [10] discusses microlocal advantages of admissibility, so it is

not surprising that the microlocal analysis is more difficult for nonadmissible

complexes and that the theorem is weaker. This example (with canonical mea-

sures) was described (without proof) in the complex category by Gelfand and

Graev [6] (see also Greenleaf and Uhlmann [9, pp. 231-237] for related results

for R3 ).
Gelfand and Graev [6] have proven injectivity for admissible complexes of

complex lines in C3 with standard weights and where the curves and surfaces are

algebraic. Guillemin and Steinberg [11] first considered the Radon transform

as a Fourier integral operator (see also [17]), and Guillemin [10] investigated
admissiblity using microlocal analysis. Using the calculus of Fourier integral

operators, Greenleaf and Uhlmann [9] considered admissible complexes of real

geodesies on symmetric spaces in the C°° category and proved that R^R^ is

in a class of Fourier integral operators associated with intersecting Lagrangian

manifolds. For the transform with ß a nonzero constant and for the complex

of lines through a curve, Solmon [20] proved a support theorem and Finch [4]

developed an inversion method. See [ 12] for a proof of injectivity for the Radon

transform with constant weights on all geodesies on symmetric spaces.

Section 2 of this article provides the important terms and the main theorems.

Proofs are done in §3, and the counterexamples are given in §4.

2. Definitions and main theorems

For d £ S2 and x £ M3 let 1(6, x) = {x + sd\s £ R} be the line containing
x and parallel to 6 , and let ds be arc length measure on the line. Let Y be

an immersed three-dimensional real analytic submanifold of the set of lines in

three-space. Such a Y will be called a line complex. Let Ici3 be open and

let ß(x, I) be a C°° function on

(2.1) Z = {(x,t)£Xx Y\x£i).

The generalized Radon transform with weight ß, RM : CC(R3) —> C(Y), is

defined for I = 1(6, x) £ Y by

*„/(*) = RuñO, x) := f f(z)ß(z, ¿(6, x)) ds.
Jzei(0,x)
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If IF is a surface in R3 and I is a line tangent to W at point of tangency

w0, we define the directional curvature of W along I at w0 to be the curvature

at ion of the curve of intersection of W with the plane through I and parallel
to the normal to W at wq .

The classical admissible complexes will be labeled as follows:

Type I: Given a nonplanar real analytic surface W in space, Y is the

set of all lines, I, tangent to W, such that W has nonzero

directional curvature along I at every point of tangency.

Type II: Given a real analytic curve y : R —> R3 that is nonsingular

(y'(t) 9¿ 0 Vi), Y is the set of lines intersecting that curve

nontangentially.

Type III: Y is the set of lines parallel to directions on a given real analytic

curve on the sphere, S2.

The geometric conditions given for type I and II complexes ensure that the sets

Y are immersed submanifolds of the set of all lines in R3. Our theorems are

easier to state for subsets Yq c Y, which are imbedded in the set of all lines.

For subsets of type I complexes, this implies that each line in Y0 is tangent to

W in exactly one point. For subsets of type II complexes, this implies that the

curve is simple and that no line in Yq intersects the curve at more than one

point. As our theorems are local, they can be applied locally to the Yo that are

not imbedded. We shall not consider the complex of lines in a one-parameter

family of planes; this complex is similar to the complex of lines tangent to a

surface.

The main theorems are now given.

Theorem 2.1. Let W be a nonplanar real analytic surface in R3. Let Yo be an

open connected subset of the type I complex defined by W, and assume Y0 is an

imbedded submanifold of the set of all lines. In case there is a plane ¿? tangent

to W at a nondiscrete set of points, we assume no line in YQ is contained in &.

Let X be an open set in R3 disjoint from W, and let ß(x, i) be a real analytic

function on Z (see (2.1)) that is never zero. Let f £ 8?'(X). If R^f\Y0 = 0

and if some line in YQ is disjoint from supp f, then every line in Y0 is disjoint

from supp /.

If W is strictly positively curved, then the geometric assumptions in the

theorem hold for all lines tangent to W and all functions / with support

disjoint from W. Example 4.1 shows the necessity of the assumption that no

line in Jo (that intersects supp/) is contained in a plane that is tangent to

IF at a nondiscrete set of points. This assumption about tangent planes to

W is needed only for Proposition 3.2.3. Proposition 3.2.1 is a weaker support

theorem that is valid without this assumption.

Theorem 2.2. Let y be a nonsingular real analytic curve. Let Y0 be an open

connected subset of the type II complex defined by y, and assume Y0 is an

imbedded submanifold of the set of all lines. Assume that, if y is a plane curve,

then no line in Yo lies in a plane containing y. Let X be an open set in R3

disjoint from y, and let ß(x, Í) be a real analytic function on Z  (see (2.1))
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that is never zero. Let f £ 8"(X). If Rßf\Y0 = 0 and if some line in Y0 is
disjoint from supp /, then every line in Yo is disjoint from supp /.

Theorem 2.2 is true even if lines tangent to y are included in Yq . Example

4.2 shows that the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 is not true if y is a plane curve

and Y0 contains lines (that intersect supp / ) in a plane that contains y. A type

II complex defined by the curve y can be viewed as a limiting case as e —> 0+

of type I complexes defined by surfaces of tubes of radius e about y .

In a very nice article, Solmon [20] proves a result closely related to Theorem

2.2 that is valid for all continuous curves y. He assumes that ß is constant,

that Yq is the set of all lines through y with directions parallel a fixed open

set S in S2, and that for every direction in 5 there is a line in Yq in that

direction that is disjoint from supp /. The conclusion is that every line in Y0 is

disjoint from supp/. Theorem 2.2 is stronger than Solmon's theorem even for

constant ß because the open set, S, of directions is not fixed but can vary with

the point x £ y . However, Theorem 2.2 does not apply when y is a line and

Solmon's theorem does. On the other hand, Proposition 3.3.1 for characteristic
paths (3.3.1) with pivot points at infinity (which is true for all analytic curves)

implies Solmon's theorem for all analytic curves, including lines.

Theorem 2.3. Let 6 : S1 —► S2 be a closed simple nonsingular real analytic curve

of directions and let Yo be an open connected subset of the type III complex of
lines with directions on 6(Sl). Assume 6(Sl) is not a great circle of S2. Let

ß(x, I) be a real analytic function on Z (see (2.1)) that is never zero. Let

f £ f'(R3). If Rfxf\Y0 = 0 and if some line in Y0 is disjoint from supp /, then
every line in Y0 is disjoint from supp /.

Theorem 2.3 follows from Theorem 2.2 together with the observation that a

type III complex can be viewed as a type II complex with the curve at infinity.

A similar construction to that in Example 4.2 shows that the conclusion of

Theorem 2.3 is not valid if d(Sl) is a great circle (and so Y is the set of lines

in parallel slices).
In all of these theorems, ß only needs to be defined for x in some open set

containing supp/.
The proofs use the calculus of the Fourier integral operator RM and a theorem

of Hörmander [14, Theorem 8.5.6] (quoted in §3.1) on analytic singularities.

Let l\ £ Yo be parallel to 8\ £ S2. The first key idea in the proof involves

the microlocal analysis of Rß : data Rßf(i) for lines I £ Yo near l\ detect

microlocal analytic singularities (wave front) of / at points on i\ in almost

all cotangent directions perpendicular to 8\ (Proposition 3.1.1, [9] in the C°°

category). Therefore, if Rßf(i) = 0 for lines in Y0 near i\ then / must be

analytic at all points x £ l\ n X in almost all directions perpendicular to 8\.

(This is a slight abuse of notation: precisely, / is analytic at x in direction £ if

(x, £) ^ WFA(f), the analytic wave front set of / [14].) The second key idea

involves a theorem (given in §3.1) about analytic wave front sets; under certain

assumptions, this theorem implies vanishing of a function at y if the function

is analytic in a specified direction at y. The proofs of our support theorems

proceed as follows. Assume supp / does not intersect the line ¿o £ Yo and let

t\ £ Yq . Using the assumptions that Yq is open and connected we construct

a sequence of characteristic paths of lines in  Y0 from ¿o to l\   (for type I
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complexes: Propositions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3). The first key idea about Rß implies

/ is analytic in most directions at all points on all lines in the path because

Rßf is zero near these lines. The second key step in the proof is to use [ 14,

Theorem 8.5.6] to show that / must be zero near those lines. This proves the

theorem. The proofs are more subtle than those in [3] for the Radon transform

on hyperplanes in R" since, in the case of lines, some important wave front

directions of / are not detected by the data Rßf. The heart of the article is

§§3.2-3.3 in which these more subtle arguments are given.

Using ideas related to those in [3], Globevnik [8] has proved a clever local

support theorem for the X-ray transform with ß = 1 and data on all lines; sim-

ilar theorems are true for real analytic transforms on admissible line complexes,
and the proofs are local versions of the proofs below.

3. Proofs

Throughout this section we assume that ß is real analytic and never zero and

that all manifolds are real analytic. One key to the proofs of all our support

theorems is the following important theorem of Hörmander (generalized by

Kashiwara and Kawai [15] for hyperfunctions [19]).

Theorem 8.5.6 [14]. Let X be an open subset of R", / £ 2¡'(X), and x0 a
boundary point of the support of f, and assume that there is a C2 function

F such that F(xo) - 0, dF(xo) ^ 0, and F(x) < 0 on supp /. Then
(xo, ±dF(xo)) £ WFA(f), where WFA(f) is the analytic wave front set of f.

Let Xo be a point on the boundary of the surface defined by the function F

in Theorem 8.5.6 above, and let £o be conormal to that boundary at xo . The

theorem implies that if (xo, £o) £ WFA(f), then xo £ supp/.

3.1. The microlocal analysis of Rß for admissible complexes. The first key

idea of the proofs requires the microlocal analysis of Rß and it reflects the

point of view of Guillemin and Sternberg [10, 11] that an understanding of the

geometric properties of the double fibration (below left) and the corresponding
map on the cotangent spaces (below right) is the appropriate way to discover
the microlocal properties of RM as a Fourier integral operator:

Z    2U    Y A = N*(Z)\0   -^    T*(Y)

(3.1.1) \*x n_\

T*(X)

In (3.1.1), N*(Z) is the conormal bundle of Z in T*(X x Y). The spaces
(manifolds or cotangent spaces) to which the projections ux and %y apply will

be clear from the context. In order that (3.1.1) defines a double fibration, we

require the surjectivity condition:

(3.1.2) Tix '■ Z —* X has surjective differential.

If y is a complex of type I or II then a calculation in local coordinates shows

that (3.1.2) implies that X is disjoint from the surface or curve defining Y.

For x £ X define Lx = [J7Cy(71^1(x)) , the set of all points on the lines in
the complex Y that pass through x . Admissibility is defined by Gelfand and
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Graev [6, p. 810] in terms of the Y,x ; admissible complexes of type I, II, and

III all satisfy his admissibility condition:

(3 13)       ifx\£l£Y andx2£l,

then I,x¡ and ZX2 have the same tangent plane along I.

Proposition 3.1.1. Let Y be a real analytic line complex such that the surjectivity

(3.1.2) and admissibility (3.1.3) conditions hold for all x £ X and all I £ Y.
Let io £ Y and assume f £ g"(X) and Rßf(t) = 0 for all t £ Y in a
neighborhood of to ■ Let x £ todX and let Í £ T* (X) be conormal to to but

not conormal to the tangent plane to l,x along ¿o ■ Then (x, Ç) £ WFA(f).

Let to £ Yq. For x 6 to, let N*(t0) c T*(X) be the conormal space of

to at x . The conclusion of Proposition 3.1.1 is that the cotangent directions

in N*(to) that are not detected by Rß are exactly those conormal at x to

the tangent plane to Ix along to. By Gelfand's admissibility condition, the

undetected cotangent directions are the same for every point on to . For type

I complexes, these undetected directions are exactly those £, that are conormal

to W at the point of tangency of to with W ; for type II complexes, they are

the c¡ that are conormal to the curve y at the point of intersection of to with

y-
Proposition 3.1.1 is proven for the C°° category in [9], and the arguments

are essentially the same as in the analytic category, so they will only be sketched

here. Let Ao be the open subset of A consisting of all (x, t\, I, n) £ A for

which Ç is not conormal to Xx along to . Using essentially only the surjectiv-

ity and admissibility conditions, one proves: Rß is a Fourier integral operator

with Lagrangian manifold A ; Ao is a local canonical graph; and Rß is analytic

elliptic when microlocally restricted to A0 . One finishes the proof of the propo-

sition by using the calculus of Fourier integral operators to show that Rßf = 0
near £ implies that the specified directions are not in WFAf. Finally, one

needs to check using local coordinates that complexes satisfying the hypotheses

of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 satisfy the admissibility and surjectivity conditions.

3.2.   Characteristic paths for type I complexes and the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Let to £ Y0 be a line disjoint from supp/, and let t\ e lo . We will construct

a path in Yq from to to t\ and show / is zero near all lines in the path. Since

the analytic wave front set of / in the exceptional directions £ conormal to I*

is not detected by data Rßf, "characteristic" paths for Rß must be constructed

for which these directions are not problematic.

Let xo £ R3 \ W. A characteristic path with pivot point Xo is a smooth path

of lines in the set 7^(7^'(xo)), where these maps are defined by the double

fibration on the left of (3.1.1 ). For type I complexes, characteristic paths consist

of lines that intersect xo and are tangent to W. A characteristic path with pivot

point at infinity is a smooth path of parallel lines tangent to W .

Proposition 3.2.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold for X, W,

and Yo. Let f £ ÏÏ'(X) and assume Rßf = 0 on Y0. Let I :[a, b] -» Y0 be a
characteristic path and assume 1(a) does not meet supp / and the pivot point

of the path l(s) is disjoint from supp /. Then

(3.2.1) l(s) n supp / = 0   for a <s < b.
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Proof. We can assume the characteristic path has pivot point at infinity. This

reduction uses an affine transformation of RPi D R3.

The reduction is as follows. Consider the projective space RP3 to be the

union of R3 plus a plane, H^,, of points at infinity. Choose a projective

transformation ¥ : RP3 -> RP3 such that ^(xo) £ H^ . Let H = ^(tf«,).

By breaking up the characteristic path in (3.2.1) into a finite number of paths,

if necessary, we can assume that H contains none of the lines l(s) in the path.

Those parts of W and supp/ that are far from the union of all l(s) are clearly

irrelevant to this argument, so we can assume supp / and W do not meet H ;

thus we can assume *F maps W into an analytic surface *¥(W) in R3 and

that *¥ maps / into a distribution / g l?'(R3). Since *F is real analytic and

preserves the order of contact, the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.1 hold on /,

*F( W), and the Radon transform induced by *¥ on Rß , thus the path of lines

¥(/($)) has pivot point at infinity.

We now define "cones" of lines in F0 near l(s) that will be used to eat away

at the support of / and thus prove (3.2.1). We assume W is tangent to the

X1-X3 plane at w0 = (0, 0, -d) and use the equation y2 = h(y\, yy) to define

W near w0, where A(0, -d) = 0 = [dh/dy^O, -d) = [dh/dyy](0, -d). In
this proof, points of tangency to W will be written (y\, h(y\,yy),yy) and

points on lines will be written (x\, X2, X3). We can assume that a = 0 in

(3.2.1), that 1(0) = to is the X3-axis, and that l(s) lies in the plane X\ = s.
The curvature assumption given in the definition of type I complex implies

d2h
(3.2.2) (0,-ûO/O.

dyj

The set of lines tangent to W and parallel to the X2-X3 plane can be locally

parametrized as follows. Let l(yx, a) be the line in Y that lies in the plane

X\ =y\ and is parallel to (0, a, 1). The yo-coordinate of the point of tangency
to W of this line satisfies

(3-2.3) ^L(yuy3) = a.
oyy

By (3.2.2) and the Implicit Function Theorem, there is a constant C > 0 such

that for any \y{\ < 2C and \a\ < C, (3.2.3) has an analytic solution y y —
yi(yi, a).

Let e(s) be a smooth positive function with negative derivative for all s.

For s near zero define D(s) to be the "cone" of all lines l(y\, a) satisfying

(3.2.4) (yx-s)2 + a2 <e2(s).

Assume that e(s) is so small that for each 5 e [0, C], e(s) < C. This will

ensure that the parameterization of lines l(y\, a) will be valid for all (y\, a)

satisfying (3.2.4). By making e(s) sufficiently small we can assume that the

nonsmooth part of dD(s) (near W) does not meet supp/ and that for all

points (xi,X2,X3) in (supp/) nfl(i),

(3.2.5) x3^3(x,,a)    if(Xl-s)2 + a2<e2(s).

Finally, we can assume that D(0) does not intersect supp /. Let

(3.2.6) 5 = sup{si e [0, C]\D(s) n supp / = 0 for 0 < 5 < 5!}.
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The set in (3.2.6) is nonempty as D(0) does not meet supp/. Assume s < C.

Then D(s) meets supp/ at some point x. By the definition of s, x must be

a boundary point of D(s). Let w be the point of intersection of W and the

line t in D(s) containing x.

Lemma 3.2.2. No conormal <f to dD(s) at x is conormal to I.x along t.

Assuming Lemma 3.2.2 for the moment we complete the proof of Proposition

3.2.1. As Rßf = 0 for all lines in a neighborhood of t and <f is not conormal to

X* along t, Proposition 3.1.1 shows that (x, E) £ WFA(f). As <f is conormal

to dD(s) at x and / = 0 to one side of this boundary, Hörmander's Theorem

8.5.6 [14] implies that / = 0 in a neighborhood of X. This proves s = C.
This argument can clearly be repeated so that after a finite number of steps one

concludes s = b.

Proof of Lemma 3.2.2. The basic idea is that W = \J0<s<sD(s) is a wedge with

decreasing width because e(s) strictly decreases. The conormal <f to D(s) at

x is a conormal to this wedge. If <f were also conormal to W at w , then the

width of the wedge W would not be decreasing at 5. The rigorous proof is as

follows.
The proof is done in two steps. First we find conditions on x = (Xi, xi, X3)

for conormals to dD(s) at x to be conormal to X* along t (equivalently: to

be conormal to W at w ). The line l(y\, a) has equation

(3 2 7) Xi=yi,        x2 = H(a, yx, x3, yy(yx, a)),    where

H(a ,yi;xy, yy) := a(x3 - yy) + h(yx, yy).

Near x, the surface dD(s) is generated by the one-parameter family of lines

l(yi(t), a(t)), where

(3.2.8) y\(t):=s + e(s)cost,        a(t) := e(s)sint   for t £ [0, 2n].'

Hence the intersection of dD(s) with the plane X3 = x3 can be parameterized

by Xi = vq(i); x2 = x2(t) := H(a(t),yi(t),Xy,yy(yi(t),a(t))); x3 = x3.

Since dH/dyy = 0 for yy = yy(yx, a) by (3.2.3), we see

(3.2.9) x2(t) = a'(t)(Xy - yy) + dh/dyiy[ (t).

Let x be on the line parameterized by t in (3.2.8). If the normal to dD(s) at

x were normal to W at w , then (y[(t), x2(t), 0) • (-dh/dyi, 1, -dh/dyy) =
0. This would imply that x'2(t) - y'x(T)dhldyx =0. But because of (3.2.9),
0 = a'(i)[x3-j;3()>i(f),a(f))]. Because of (3.2.5), a'(t) = 0 so t = n/2, 3n/2 .
This corresponds to lines l(s, ±e(s)) and points

(3.2.10) x with Xi =5

on the "left" and "right" ends of dD(s).
Second we show points (3.2.10) are not in the boundary of the wedge W. Let

g(xua,s) = (xi - s)2 + a2 - e2(s). Then |f(i, ±e(s), s) = -2e(s)e'(s) > 0.
As g(s, ±e(s), s) = 0, for some So < s, g(s, ±e(s), s0) < 0. This shows that

if x satisfies (3.2.10), then it is inside D(so). Since So < s, this contradicts

the definition of í .

1 By (3.2.3) and (3.2.5) dxifda given from (3.2.7) has the proper sign so that points near x

on l{yx[t), a[t)) will be in dD(s).
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Proposition 3.2.3. Assume W, Y0, and f satisfy the assumptions of Theorem

2.1. Then any two lines in Yo can be joined in Yq by a finite number of char-

acteristic paths with pivot points away from supp /.

Proof. For t £ Y0 define E(t) to be the set of all lines in Yq that can be

joined with I by a finite sequence of characteristic paths with pivot points

away from supp/ and W. We will show E(t) contains a neighborhood of t.

This implies the lemma; for if T is a path in F0 joining two arbitrary lines to

and t\ in Yo, the collection {E(t)\t £ Y} forms an open cover of T, so an

application of the Heine-Borel Theorem gives a finite subcovering, completing

the proof.

Let ¿P be a plane perpendicular to to and away from supp /, and let po

be the point of intersection of to and ¿P. Let a be the map that associates

to any line t in Y near to its point of intersection with J0. Then a is a

smooth fibering of a neighborhood of to and the fiber above x 6 & is the

characteristic path with pivot point x. We will prove:

projections under a of characteristic paths connect po with

every point in some neighborhood, N, ofpo in ¿P.

This statement will finish the proof of the proposition by allowing one to connect

to to any nearby line by at most two characteristic paths.

To prove (3.2.11), we first construct a smooth foliation of ¿P near p0 by

projections of characteristic paths under o . Let & be another plane perpendic-

ular to to and not intersecting supp /. Let qo be the point of intersection of

to with @. Choose a small segment S through qo on S that is perpendicular

to the tangent plane of W at wo , the point of tangency of to with W. Each

q £ S is the pivot point of a characteristic path. If Xq is the projection under

a of the characteristic path with pivot point q, then the Xq forq£S give a

one-parameter family of smooth curves in 3° that is a foliation of a neighbor-

hood of po . (This can be shown by proving that (q, t) —> Xq(i) for q £ S and

t a real parameter define local coordinates on^.) Let vq be a tangent vector

at po to the curve Xqo. The vector v0 ^ 0 as qo ̂ Po-
We now construct another characteristic path with projection that is transver-

sal to the family Xq at po. Let a be the curve traced out on ¿f by the charac-

teristic path of lines with pivot point po . The tangent line at po to the curve

in ¿P traced out by pivoting at q £ a is the intersection of 3s and the tangent

plane to W through the line pöq connecting po and q. The only way that

all such tangent lines at p0 for different q £ a can be parallel to vo is if all

the corresponding tangent planes to W of lines pôq are parallel and hence

the same plane. This would contradict the assumption that every line in Yq is

tangent to W along a tangent plane that is tangent to W in only a discrete set

of points. Therefore, for some q £ a, the curve on ¿? traced out by pivoting

at q is transversal to vq . This transversal curve allows one to connect po with

any curve in the foliation that is sufficiently near po. The curve itself is the

projection of a characteristic path (the one pivoting at q ), so since the foliation

fills out a neighborhood of po , (3.2.11) is proved.
Proposition 3.2.1 implies that if / is zero near a line t0 £ Y0 then / is

zero near points on lines in every characteristic path starting at t0. Proposition

3.2.3 implies that to can be connected to any line in Yo by a sequence of

characteristic paths. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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3.3. Characteristic paths for type II complexes and the proof of Theorem 2.2.

The proof follows the general outline of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let to £ Yo

be a line disjoint from supp/ and let l\ £ Yo. We will construct a sequence

of characteristic paths from to to t\ in Y0 and show supp / meets no line on
the path.

A characteristic path with pivot point xo £ X is a smooth path of lines in

nY(nxl(xo))—a smooth path of lines through xo and meeting y. A character-

istic path with pivot point at infinity is a path in Y :

(3.3.1) l(s) = t(60,y(s))   for fixed 60, a < s < b.

Proposition 3.3.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold for X, y,

and Yo. Let f £ ^'(X) and assume Rßf = 0 on Y0. Let I : [a, b] -> Y0 be a
characteristic path and assume 1(a) does not meet supp / and the pivot point

of the path l(s) is disjoint from supp /. Then

(3.3.2) l(s) n supp / = 0   fora<s<b.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2.1, we can assume the pivot point is

at infinity. For such paths we use the family of circular cones

D(s) = \J{t(6,y(s))\6£S2, \8 - 60\ < e(s)}   for* e [a, 6],

where e(s) is a positive function with negative derivative such that D(a) is so

small that it does not intersect supp /, and for all s £ [a, b], D(s) contains

only lines in Yo. Furthermore e must decrease fast enough so that in each

planar cross-section C of supp/ that is perpendicular to oo, D(s) il C has

decreasing radius as 5 increases. This can be done because supp / is compact

and lies away from y(R).

One way is as follows: For some p > 0 the tube about y of radius p is

disjoint from supp/. Let 3°o be the plane perpendicular to Oo and through

y(a). Assume that for 5 > a and 5 sufficiently near a, y(s) and y'(s) lie

"above" â°o (that is, (y(s) - y(a)) • do and y'(s) • do both have the same sign

or are 0 ). Let ¿P\ be the plane p/2 units "below" ¿Po • Let g(s) be the

projection of y(s) onto ¿P\ . Let e(s) be a positive decreasing function for

s > a. Define e(s) and D(s) so that D(s) n ¿P\ is the disc about g(s) of

radius e(s) ( e(s) must be so small that the other requirements on D(s) are

satisfied, too). Because D(s)r\âBi does not touch supp/ locally near y(a),

and since y and / lie above ¿Pq , e decreases fast enough so that the radius

of D(s)nC decreases for any cross-section C of supp/ perpendicular to do-

This allows one to move D(a) to D(a\) for some a\> a and have the radius

of D(s) n C decrease as s increases to a\ . This process can be continued to

b because p is fixed, / is never parallel to oo, and y([a, b]) is compact.

Because the radii of the cross-sections are decreasing, as in the proof of

Proposition 3.2.1, no cotangent vector conormal to y'(s) is conormal to the

boundary of \Ja<s<sD(s). Now Proposition 3.1.1 and Hörmander's Theorem

8.5.6 [14] can be used to finish the proof.

Proposition 3.3.2. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold on y and

Yo. Then any two lines in Y0 can be joined by a finite number of characteristic

paths.
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Proof. We use the notation of Proposition 3.2.3. The set of curves yq is a

foliation on & near p0 because the curves yq are defined in terms of local

coordinates on Y . The fact that Yo contains no line in any plane containing y

(if y is a plane curve) is used to construct a curve in the plane & transversal

to the foliation yq . The rest of the proof is essentially the same as the proof of
Proposition 3.2.3.

The conclusion of Theorem 2.2 is true if lines tangent to y are included in

Yo . Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, y is not a line; so, if I is a line

tangent to y and x £ t\y, then x is also on lines in Y that are arbitrarily

close to I and that are not tangent to y. Thus, Theorem 2.2 can be applied to

this connected set of nontangent lines to eat away at supp f(~\£.

3.4. Proof of Theorem 2.3. We prove this by reducing to Theorem 2.2 using

an affine motion of RP3. The curve of directions on S2, 6(t) for t £ S1, can

be viewed as a curve in the plane at infinity in RP3. Each line with direction

vector 6(t) intersects the same point on this curve at infinity. There is an affine

motion, *F, of RP3 that moves this curve at infinity (with at most a finite

number of points removed) to an analytic plane curve, y , in R3. As Ö(S')

is not a great circle of S2, y is not a line and so supp^oT-1) does not

meet any plane containing y. As / has compact support, *F can be chosen so

supp(/oxP~1) stays in R3. Now Theorem 2.2 applied to y and /o^-1 can

be used to prove Theorem 2.3.

4. Examples

Counterexamples are given to Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 if their geomet-

ric assumptions on the line complexes are not satisfied. An injective Radon
transform on a nonadmissible complex is given.

The Radon transform in Examples 4.1-4.2 is the Radon transform with mea-

sure ß = 1, R — R\. The function used in the counterexamples will be

(4.1)
f 1      if (xi,x2,x3)e[-500, 500] x[-l,0]x[2, 3],

f(xx,x2,xy)=\ -1    if (x!,x2,X3)e[-500, 500] x [-1, 0] x [1, 2],

I 0      otherwise.

The function's crucial property is that ((xi, 0, Xy), (0, 1, 0)) £ WFA(f) for

all (xi, X3) £ [-500, 500] x [1, 3]. The counterexamples are constructed so

that these singularities are not detected by data Rßf\Y0 ■

Example 4.1. This example gives a type I complex Y defined by a surface that

is tangent to a plane along a nondiscrete set and for which the conclusion of

Theorem 2.1 does not hold.
Let IF be a torus that is tangent to the X1-X3 plane along a circle, lies

in the bottom half space, X3 < 0, and is symmetric about the x2-x3 plane.

Let Y be the type I complex defined by IF, let x° = (0, 0, x%) be one of
the two points where the x3-axis is tangent to IF, and let Y0 c Y be an

open connected set of lines sufficiently close to the X3-axis and tangent to IF

near x° . The X1-X3 plane is tangent to IF in a nondiscrete set of points (a

circle), but all other hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold for Yo. However, the

conclusion of Theorem 2.1 does not hold because every line in Yq intersects
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[-500, 500] x [-1, 0] x [2, 3] in a segment of the same length as its intersection

with [-500, 500] x [-1, 0] x [1, 2].

Example 4.2. This example gives a type II complex Y defined by a curve (circle)

that lies in a plane and for which the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 does not hold.

A similar example contradicts the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 if the curve 6 in

S2 is a great circle.

Let y be a circle in the bottom half of the Xi-x3 plane and symmetric

about the X3-axis. Let Y be the type II complex defined by y and let Yo be
an open connected subset of Y that is sufficiently close to the X3-axis. The

support of the function / intersects the plane of y but all other hypotheses of

Theorem 2.2 hold. However, the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 does not hold for

reasons similar to those given in Example 4.1. Similarly, one can construct a

counterexample to the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 using the function / above

and the type III complex Y defined by the great circle of S2 parallel to the

X1-X3 plane.

Example 4.3. This example provides a Radon transform on a nonadmissible

line complex Y for which Helgason's support theorem holds for functions of

compact support. This is a degree one complex as defined in §6 of [9] but it is

not admissible because Gelfand's admissibility condition, (3.1.3), fails.

The complex, Y, we will consider will be parameterized by y = (y\, y2, 6\) ;

the line l(y) will be defined to be the line intersecting (y{, y2, 0) and parallel

to (0,,02(y), 1), where

(4.2) e2(y)=yi.

This example (with canonical measures) was described in the complex category

by Gelfand and Graev [6] (see also [9, pp. 231-237] for lines in R3 ).

Theorem 4.1. Let Y be the line complex defined in (4.2), and let ß(x, t) be

a real analytic function on Z (see (2.1)) that is never zero. Let f £ W(W3).

Assume Rßf is zero for lines in Y that lie outside of the convex compact set

K. Then f is supported in K.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We will only outline the microlocal analysis for this

Radon transform as the calculations are similar to those in the admissible case.

The set Z of (2.1) is defined by

(4.3) Xi = yx +xyd{     and    x2 = _y2 + x3i>i,

and A is the set of all (x, Ç, y, rj) such that

ii = ~a\, n{=a{+xya2,

(4.4) £> = -a2, ri2 = a2,

íy = aidi + a2yi, t]y = a¡xy,

where a\ and a2 are not both zero. It follows that A is a subset of

T*(X)\0x T*( Y)\0, and Rß is an analytic Fourier integral operator associated

with A. Let A0 be the set of all (x, £,, y, r¡) £ A satisfying

(4.5) 6/0   and   £, -&*3t¿0.

It follows that nx : A0 -> T*X is an injective immersion, and all (x, £,) £

T*(X) \ 0 that satisfy (4.5) are in 7Ta-(A0) .  This can be seen by solving for
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(y, n) in (4.3) and (4.4) using (4.5). To prove nY : A0 —► T*Y is two-to-one,

one uses (4.4) to show xy satisfies

(4.6) n2x¡ - rjiXy + T]y = 0.

Because of the first condition in (4.5), r\2 í 0. Thus (4.6) has two distinct

solutions for X3 if and only if n2-4t]2n3 i1 0 ; by the relation between r\ and £

given in (4.4) the latter expression is equal to (¿Í1-6X3)2 on A. Now the second

condition in (4.5) implies there are two distinct solutions to (4.6) on A0 and so

7Ty is two-to-one on Ao . It is important to note that if (y ,n) e 7Ty(A0) then

the two points (x, Ç) and (x, Ç) associated to (y, n) in Ao satisfy X3 = £1 /Ç2

and the dual relationship X3 = ¿;i/£2. The points (x, <*) and (x, Ç) will be
called dual points. The calculation showing ny is a local diffeomorphism on

Ao is straightforward. These comments and the calculus of analytic Fourier

integral operators prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let (x,t\) £ T*(R3) satisfy (4.5). Let t0 be the line in Y with

(x, O £ N*(£0). Let f £ g"(R3) and assume Rßf = 0 for all lines in Y

sufficiently near £0. Assume also that x is not in supp /, where (x, Ç) is the

dual point associated to (x, £). Then (x, £) £ WFA(f).

Note that the assumption x ^ supp/, in Lemma 4.2 prevents singularities

at x and x from canceling when evaluating Rßf ; precisely, in the proof we

replace Rß by a restricted operator, Sß , for which the analogous projection to

n y is injective and for which Sßf = 0.

To finish the proof of Theorem 4.1 we eat away at supp / \ K by enclosing

supp/U K in slightly deformed balls. Let a = (a\, a2, ay) £ R3 be fixed and
let r > 0 ; now define Sr to be the sphere centered at a of radius r. For

small positive e let C be the set of x £ Sr+e such that for some covector

£ £ N*(Sr+e), (x, £) does not satisfy the second condition in (4.5). Then C

consists of a curve that "spirals" between the south and north poles of Sr+E ■

Let ¿Pt be the horizontal plane X3 = t and let Dr be the union of the convex

hulls of (C U Sr) n 3Pt for t £ [ay - r + e, ay + r - e]. The set Dr consists

of a deformed ball between the flat top, T, and the flat bottom, B. Finally,
let L be the intersection of dDr with the plane through a and parallel to the

X1-X3 plane; s can be chosen so small that L is a longitudinal great circle of

Sr flattened at the top and bottom. Therefore, covectors (x, ¿¡) conormal to

dDr along points x £ L have ¿¡2 = 0.

We claim that all points (x, £) € N*(dDr\(CöTuBuL)) satisfy (4.5). This
is true because either such points are on Sr and away from "bad" points not

satisfying (4.5) or they are near enough to C so that they lie on horizontal lines

between Sr and C and have conormals £, satisfying £1 /¿¡2 < Xy or Ç{ /f2 > X3

(this second statement is true as C "juts" out from Sr along tangent lines to

Sr).
Now assume the center a and radius r of Dr are chosen so that supp fl)K

C Dr and so that supp fllK is in one of the open half spaces determined by

the plane x2 = a2. Therefore L does not meet supp /. The radius r can

be chosen so large that supp/ does not meet T or B as well. Therefore, if

supp/\ K meets dDr then it must meet at a point Xo £ C (if Xo ^ C, then

Lemma 4.2 and Hörmander's Theorem 8.5.6 [14] show xq $ supp/). As Dr
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is convex and is "pointed" at xo, there is a plane through xo tangent to Dr

in conormal direction ¿¡o where (xo, £0) does satisfy (4.5). Thus Hörmander's

theorem and Lemma 4.2 provide a contradiction. Since such sets Dr can get

arbitrarily close to K, supp / c K .
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